Give Your Workers
the Power of One
Customers today are more connected than ever – which means they expect your
business to be too. The reality is, however, that most teams struggle to keep up
due to multiple workers on the go using a multitude of devices and networks to
communicate. These constant disconnects contribute to delays, inefficiencies
and ultimately losses to your business.
Why not streamline your workflows? By adding Workforce Connect your team can
communicate and act together as a unified front – taking customer service to the next level.

One Communications Wavelength
Easily marry all of your voice and data communications onto a singular device using software
that allows your team to do more on the go:
Instantly reach employees

Handle voice telephone calls

Access information in your
line-of-business applications

Manage teams remotely with
robust push-to-talk and text messaging

Communication
Without Complication
Replace deskphone dependency and device struggles with worker
freedom. With Workforce Connect’s Profile Manager, workers can grab
any device in the pool and load up the same role-based experience every
time. Dynamically control access and empower associates by connecting
them to specific contacts, applications, and device features remotely at the
touch of a button. Plus, your IT team can easily deploy, locate and manage
your entire device fleet from anywhere.

Workforce Connect Offers:
Voice Client:
Eliminate employee desk phone dependency. Easily
communicate one-to-one or Ad Hoc Conferencing for
3-way conversations on the go by setting up specific
workgroups and controlling access rights based on each
individual need. Take it further by connecting business
apps with voice apps to create one seamless workflow.

Speed up Team Response
Improve Workflow
Increase Mobile Flexibility

If needed, you could add Voice Enablement Signature
Service as an option that unites voice capabilities with
mobility technologies to expand connectivity and reduce
devices across your customer’s enterprise.
Devices supported: Zebra mobile computers.
Works over: Wi-Fi.
Integrate: | Zebra Staff Communication Apps | Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) model

Push-to-Talk (PTT) Pro:
Enable smarter decisions and higher efficiency by
integrating secure push-to-talk voice and messaging
on every mobile device, allowing communication with
a single person or in groups. With PTT Pro, sending a
single message to the field or taking over a conversation
is easier than ever.

Eliminate Boundaries
Deliver Messages Consistently
& Securely
Connect with Teams Anywhere

Additionally, knowing where everybody is at all times is
guaranteed with presence and outdoor location services
that track users, devices, and history.
Devices supported: Zebra mobile computers, BYOD (bring your own device) Android and iOS,
and Windows desktop computers.
Works over: Wi-Fi and Cellular.
Communicate: | Worker-to-worker | Worker-to-group | Specific Workers in a Group

Learn how Workforce Connect can help you connect the dots.
Visit zebra.com/workforceconnect to learn more today.
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